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Short Communication 

Movement assessment of breast and organ-at-risks using free-breathing, 
self-gating 4D magnetic resonance imaging workflow for breast cancer 
radiation therapy 
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A B S T R A C T   

Motion management is essential in treatment planning of radiotherapy for breast cancer. This study assessed the 
movement of organs-at-risk and the breast using 4D magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). A self-gating respiration- 
resolved radial 3D gradient echo sequence was used. Five healthy volunteers were imaged at 1.5 T during free- 
breathing in supine position making use of a breast board. Median distances between heart and chest wall -
in axial views were 2.4 cm (range: 1.5 cm) and 3.0 cm (range: 1.7 cm) for end-of-exhale and end-of-inhale. 4D- 
MRI allowed organ delineation and might be a promising addition to novel RT planning for breast cancer 
patients.   

1. Introduction 

With over 2 million cases in 2020 [1] breast cancer is the most 
common cancer among women worldwide. In recent years, in addition 
to computer tomography (CT) imaging, MRI soft tissue imaging has 
supported image–guided RT plans for breast cancer patients. Breast 
cancer patients are immobilized in supine and prone position for CT 
imaging [2], but diagnostic breast MRI is typically performed in prone 
position, which could lead to mismatch and registration errors when 
using MRI as well as CT images for radiation therapy (RT) planning. 
Overall, little attention has been given to including MR in the clinical 
workflow, [3,4,5]. Several recent studies [6,7] have evaluated the in-
fluence of imaging modality and patient position in partial breast irra-
diation. However, none of these studies have proposed an organ motion 
assessment with 4D technic and 3D volume. The aim of this study was to 
evaluate the motion of breast and organs-at-risk (OAR) in supine posi-
tion during free-breathing, without using external surrogates for respi-
ration, but rather the scanner’s own 4D respiratory-self-gating (4D MRI) 
capability. Image quality for organ depiction and contouring was also 
assessed. 

2. Material and methods 

The study enrolled five female healthy volunteers with varying 

breast sizes (n = 5, age: 56 ± 9 years, weight: 68 ± 17 kg, height: 167 ±
7 cm). The study was conducted according to local regulations and had 
institutional review board approval. Written consent was obtained. 

For immobilization we used an indexed Breast board (Qfix® Avon-
dale, USA), a tabletop, and a coil holder (RT-4546 Access Supine MR 
Breast Device, RT-4546AA-01 Access Arm Support, RT-4546AW-01 
Access Wrist Support) on a 1.5 T scanner (MAGNETOM Sola, Siemens 
Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany). Both arms were positioned 
overhead (Fig. 1 (a)). This setup reduced the distance between the pa-
tient’s surface and the 18-channel body array coil improving signal-to- 
noise ratio (SNR). No external surrogates were needed for recording 
the respiratory phases. No abdominal compression was used. The 18- 
channel body array coil was positioned without touching the subject. 
A 32-channel spine coil was positioned below the body. 

The volunteer setup required less than 5 min including tabletop setup 
and preparing coil holders. Free-breathing removed the necessity for 
DIBH training. Positioning the arms over the head reduced skin-coil 
distance, gained in higher SNR. A limitation was the bore diameter. 
With the 70 cm bore used, an angle of more than 30◦ for the arm holders 
led to contact with the bore. 

We acquired a respiration-resolved radial 3D T1-weighted imaging 
(T1w) GRE sequence (termed 4D MRI [8]) during free-breathing (FB), 
and a Cartesian 3D T1 w gradient echo (GRE) sequence (volumetric 
interpolated breath-hold examination (VIBE) - T1w VIBE Dixon) during 
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deep inspiration breath-holding (DIBH). The radial sequence involved a 
stack-of-stars trajectory with radial in-plane sampling and Cartesian 
partition encoding. The radial views were acquired using golden-angle 
ordering [9]. A respiratory self-gating signal was extracted from the 
central k-space samples and used as a respiratory surrogate signal 
[8,10]. The 4D MRI protocol was optimized to reduce the streak artifacts 
inherent to radial acquisitions by adapting the number of radial views. 
The number of bins (phases) were also set to obtain overall good image 
quality for each phase, and an efficient description of breast, heart, liver, 
and lung motion [11]. 

Motion of the target volume and OAR was assessed were assessed 
over 7 phase bins, with 3500 radial views. 4D MRI was applied in axial 
orientation, from jugulum to liver, and coronal orientation, from nipple 
to posterior lung lobes (each with TE = 2.46 ms, TR = 3.6 ms, FA = 10◦, 
FOV 420 × 420 mm, matrix 288 × 288, slice thickness 3 mm, 64 slices, 
TA = 8:35 min, slab-selective excitation, 890 Hz/pixel). In addition to 
the 7 bin images, an average image was reconstructed (Fig. 2 (c)). 

We performed breast diagnostic clinical routine protocols [12,13,14] 
including T2w, T2w short tau inversion recovery (STIR) and readout- 
segmented echo planar diffusion weighted imaging (RESOLVE DWI) 
[13], excluding T1w dynamic-contrast enhanced imaging, in free- 
breathing supine position. Since clinical routine protocols are more 
sensitive to motion artifacts, they were performed in the same order ~ 
10 mins after the subject was put in position, when they were breathing 
more quietly and regularly. 

Organ motion was quantified by measuring the minimum distance 
between heart (OAR) and chest wall at end of exhale and end of inhale, 
and in DIBH [15]. In addition, the anterior-posterior and lateral relative 
OAR motion (OAR movement between inhale and exhale) for heart and 
chest wall were assessed [16]. 

3. Results 

Supine positioning improved installation time and patient comfort 
compared to prone position. None of the volunteers reported discomfort and 
pain using the zero degree inclination of the breast board. 

Distance between the spine coil and the patient body was higher in 
treatment position than in non-RT setup, due to the additional tabletop 
and breast board, but despite this, the combination with the anterior 18- 
channel body array coil allowed us to reach diagnostic quality imaging 
in T1w, T2w, and DWI contrasts, and to map the body contour. 

We demonstrated reasonable image quality for potential lesion 
detection (Fig. 1 (right). We see the same number of lymph nodes over 
the different contrasts (Fig. 1 b). Diffusion weighted images were refined 
using the RESOLVE technic, and yielded comparable quality compared 
to prone acquisition, allowing depiction of lymph nodes in axillary 

regions. 
With large z-coverage, for example from jugulum to liver, the axil-

lary lymph nodes were clearly depicted for all volunteers (z-coverage 
was 192 mm, 420 mm, 216 mm, 239.3 mm, 259 mm, 190 mm respec-
tively for 4D MRI transverse, 4D MRI coronal, T1w VIBE Dixon trans-
verse in DIBH, T2w TSE transverse, T2w TSE STIR transverse, RESOLVE 
DWI transverse). Heart, ribs, breast, liver, pancreas, aorta, muscles, soft 
tissues, spleen, stomach, and spine could be contoured with 4D MRI, and 
with the additional contrasts. 

OAR moved mainly in the head-feet direction. Across all volunteers, 
the median distance between heart and chest wall, measured in axial 
views including the nipple, was 2.4 cm, range: 1.5 cm, 3.0 cm, range: 
1.7 cm and 4.0 cm; range: 3.8 cm for FB exhale, FB inhale and DIBH, 
respectively. Negligible chest movement was observed between FB 
exhale and FB inhale (median: 0.1 cm, range: 0.2 cm). The lateral R-L 
movement of the heart between inhale and exhale was negligible, at 0.3 
cm (median; range: 1 cm) (Fig. 2 b and a). A slight lateral R-L movement 
of the heart of 1.1 cm (median; range: 2.2 cm) was observed between 
inhale and DIBH (Fig. 2 b and d). Chest wall movement between bin 1 
and 7 was low. Visually, we also observed very little chest motion when 
volunteers were positioned and breathed freely. The same volunteer was 
scanned twice using the same setup with a one-day interval to check for 
physical variations. The average distance between heart and chest wall 
measured in axial views was 1.6 ± 0.5 cm, 1.9 ± 0.1 cm and 2.1 ± 0.8 
cm for FB exhale, FB inhale and DIBH, respectively. Organ position and 
movement over two scans of the same volunteer were almost identical. 

Because each phase bin included approximately 170 breathing cy-
cles, 4D MRI strongly reduced the influence of irregular breathing in 
image quality, compared with 4D CT imaging. We also observed accu-
rate depiction of the heart and chest, despite heart motion. 

4. Discussion 

A new supine position Workflow has been proposed and Breast and 
OAR motion have been evaluated, showing head-feet main direction. 

We have shown that the 4D MRI is well adapted for MR-in-RT 
planning. It had overall good delineation of OAR in 4D MRI images 
[3], with coverage comparable to a CT examination. The analysis of the 
distance between the OAR showed a dominant head-feet motion in the 
chest and heart region when the breast (without surgery in our case) was 
not prone to large amplitude movements [17,18,19] in our proposed 
treatment setup. 

Our free-breathing approach could satisfy the needs of partial breast 
irradiation strategies [18–20]. As has been shown [21], 4D MRI using 
T1w GRE sequences was useful for characterizing the position of marker 
clips. Moreover, it could help to guide irradiation of small cavities after 

Fig. 1. (left) Volunteer, in a 1.5 T scanner room, positioned supine with immobilization aids (table top, breast board, coil holder, knee cushion and arm holders) and 
body 18-channel coil. (right) Breast axial images in different contrasts - (a) T2w STIR, (b) T2w TSE, (c) RESOLVE DWI b800, (d) 4D MRI Bin7 - showing OAR such as 
heart, breast, lungs and lymph nodes in orange circles. 
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tumor resection, allowing optimal treatment in free-breathing for pa-
tients who cannot maintain deep-inspiration breath-holds. Less flexible/ 
mobile patients, for example, those who have undergone surgery, will 
likely experience difficulties keeping their arms straight up [12]. 
Overall, our approach may lead to reduced dose in the breast, reducing 
medium/long term toxicity. The introduction of 4D MRI could change 
breast treatment workflows as finding the proper slices for motion 
assessment is no longer necessary during the scan session in comparison 
with 2D MRI dynamic acquisition across phases of the respiratory cycle 
[18]. In combination with 4DCT or DIBH CT for planning, it potentially 
leads to optimal image registration for planning in one case and/or 
reduction of irradiation [7]. Due to the proximity of treated breast tissue 
to the heart, DIBH is commonly used for left breast cancer while right 
breast cancer can be irradiated in free-breathing, so 4D MRI could be an 
immediate and alternative imaging solution for right breast cancer. 

The described setup and acquisition parameters yielded excellent 
image quality in supine position, making it possible to distinguish 
different breathing phases during postprocessing (on Siemens RT Image 
Suite, syngo.via VB40A, Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Ger-
many). Reduced lung motion at the end of exhale might be the reason for 
sharper images in the corresponding bins. Staff training time is reduced 
because positioning using an indexed breastboard allows high repro-
ducibility compared with self-made plastic foam setups. 

Very promising was the depiction of lymph nodes in all phases of the 
4D MRI images, giving valuable information for clinicians (Fig. 1 b). 
This applies especially to patients who have undergone partial surgery 
[21] but no lymph node resection. Further studies should assess the 
efficiency of MRI in immobilization setup to detect lymph nodes in the 
axillary region compared with the gold standard CT imaging [22,23]. 

Compared with 4DCT imaging, 4D MRI gives oncologists excellent 
soft tissue contrast [3,24] and similar z-coverage for dose planning, 
without compromising in OAR localization. A later study could compare 
margins in dose planning after contouring on MR images. 

Similar free-breathing technics could drive future developments of 
synthetic CT algorithms in the breast region as Groot et al. recently 

started for treatment on MRI-linac system [25]. The feasibility for future 
evaluation of deposited dose and reduction of toxicity in OAR will be 
assessed. 

An extension of this study with a range of patients, including women 
who have undergone surgery, would clarify the patients who would 
benefit from this approach for treatment planning compared with CT or 
4DCT only workflow. It could include patients with limited breathhold 
capacity, and those unable to adopt prone position. This may increase 
the range of patient treatment options (dose, positioning, comfort), and 
modify the treatment planning workflow, reducing registration errors, 
costs and needs for CT or 4DCT in addition to 4D MRI. A full free- 
breathing workflow with 4D MRI will also influence dose planning. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the usefulness of 4D MRI 
technic allowing supine patient positioning for treatment planning, 
which could be used for both breast and lung cancer patients. 4D MRI 
promises to play an important role in contouring organs and analyzing 
target volume movement and should have a positive impact on breast- 
cancer treatment. 
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Fig. 2. Axial views of depicted breast and OAR at different breathing phases. (a) 4D MRI bin 1 – end-of-exhale (b) 4D MRI bin 7 – end-of-inhale (c) 4D MRI average 
(sum of all radial views of 4D MRI) and (d) T1w VIBE Dixon in DIBH. 
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